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About Aviense 
Aviense is a leading Strategy Management Consulting firm serving 
the Gulf region. It employs 20+ people focusing on a number of 
industries including, but not restricted to, telecommunications, 
financial services, and oil & gas. Many of the founding team 
are alumni from the large international firms (BCG, McKinsey 
and ADL) and are on a mission to bring an international level of 
consultancy to the Middle East, a market that typically doesn’t 
benefit from the abundance of the international brands.

Why Kubicle 
The Aviense executive team were no strangers to Kubicle, they 
had been exposed to Kubicle training in previous consultant roles. 
Having witnessed first hand the impact of the training, Kubicle 
was selected as its L&D partner

Like with many management consultancies there was a need 
within Aviense to build capabilities in common consultancy tools. 
Lessons in PowerPoint, Excel and Financial Modeling made up the 
core learning plan. It’s no surprise that these software’s and tasks 
can often consume upwards of 70% of a consultant’s day.

In consulting we need to get the best results in the shortest span of time. Kubicle has 
easily improved our excel data analysis and presentation efficiency by a factor of 

30-40%. Payback is achieved on a single client engagement.
“ “

Mohammad Nikkar. 
Manager, Aviense



Testimonials 
 
 
 

When asked why Kubicle was selected, Mohammad Nikkar,  
a Manager at Aviense, responded:

Furthermore, Mohammad was quick to identify  
the RoI of investing in a tool like Kubicle, stating:

 ...I loved the product for a variety of reasons.  
 
[Firstly] The fact that it [Kubicle] was set up around the needs of consultants. It felt like someone 
knew exactly what we needed to learn. The shortcuts, the tips, etc.  
 
[Secondly] The bite-sized chunks. In previous roles there would be training programs which would 
require time allotments within the hours, but Kubilce lessons are only 5-7 mins long, with the ability 
to speed up or slow down if needed. And the test at the end made sure I was paying attention. When 
I set up Aviense there was no doubt we needed Kubicle.

In consulting we need to get the best results in the shortest span of time. Kubicle has easily 
improved our excel data analysis and presentation efficiency by a factor of 30-40%. Payback is 
achieved on a single client engagement.

“
“

“ “



Aviense’s main priority was to upskill a team of consultants on  
PowerPoint, Excel and Financial Modeling. As such, a Kubicle  
semester was provisioned to address some of the key learning gaps 
in those domains.

Upon initial Kubicle skill assessment, it was identified that the  
population of users scored weak on 54% of the curriculum subjects, 
21% needed improvement, and 25% were classed as strong skills

By the conclusion of the semester, 2.5 months after it started, 9 
learners had completed 772 lessons out of 1,103 in their program 
and 61 of 88 exams had received a pass grade. What’s more, a 
significant shift in overall skill capability took place. 77% of skills 
were now classed as strong based on new skill assessment (exam 
passes).

KUBICLE’S SEMESTERED LEARNING:
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Asked about the benefits of Kubicle to the organization, Vahid Khanzadi,  
who was tasked with procuring Kubicle for Aviense, said that;

Seyed Ali Mirmoezi , a Consultant on the Aviense team,  
recalled how Kubicle impacted his role:

Crucially, the quantity of mistakes made by consultants in the firm had reduced, and the quality 
and speed of their delivery had increased”.

“Financial models, for example, now take 20% less time to create than they did pre Kubicle. Similarly 
on a due diligence project, something that would typically take 3 months, I’m confident we’re  
winning back 15 days of consultant time with the new found skills.

“ “

“One of the tasks where Kubicle has really helped me was in making a financial model for one of our 
clients. With Kubicle I learned how to do an appropriate analysis step by step”. Sayed continued, “  
If I didn’t have Kubicle, I would have spent 2 to 3 times more on data literacy challenges like financial 
modeling.”

“If I didn’t have Kubicle, I would have spent 2 to 3 times more on data literacy challenges like  
financial modeling”

“ “
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